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Thank you for the opportunity to supply testimony in support of transparent and fair redistricting.
I’m here to explain why my Congressional district boundaries should remain basically intact.

I moved to Overland Park Kansas in 1992 and have lived at my current residence since 1995
and worked in Johnson county for 25 years.

Johnson and Wyandotte County represent urban and primarily compact dense suburban
neighborhoods. Businesses in this metro Kansas City area along the Missouri border have
unique similar interests that do not occur anywhere else in the state. Traditionally, the 3rd
congressional district representative in Kansas works with Missouri’s 5th congressional
representative on common metro challenges. That current working relationship should not be
split up. A representative of Johnson and Wyandotte county should not have to split time
representing more rural nonlocal interests.

Many institutions in the county have similar sizes and interests. That includes the metro areas
community colleges - JCCC and Wyandotte. Singular congressional representation should
remain intact. Metro K-12 school districts also share similar density and interest environments.
Large white collar businesses in the metro area are another that deserve singular and focused
representation. Many businesses operate locations across the metro in both counties and
should have a single point of contact in Congress for their needs

The process in the last redistricting process gives me great pause. The legislative submitted
maps were so flawed, they resulted in lawsuits and court ordered maps to resolve inequities.
This is a new committee with new members, so my instinct is to begin with a clean slate with
your commitment to make this cycle open and fair. That instinct is shaken based just on this
kickoff process. The initial listening tour includes:

- 7 meetings in the rural 1st district
- 4 meetings in the 2nd district
- 2 meetings here in the 3rd district
- 1 meeting in the 4th district.

This is in no way to disparage rural areas, as they have unique issues and absolutely deserve to
be heard. I’m glad you have taken the time to do so. It is to point out that the most populous
areas with the largest business interests and school districts are already being
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underrepresented and underserved in this process. I hope future meetings correct this
oversight.

This disparity points out a related issue that came up in the last redistricting cycle and has
already been discussed in partisan groups recently. The interests of urban and dense suburban
areas should not be split and mixed with rural areas. The interests are too different and will
serve neither side. In the same way that the state of Kansas would not want New York or
California to impose unique interests and viewpoints on Kansas as a whole, I’m sure most rural
residents will not be happy with a newly drawn district that suddenly includes urban and large
suburban populations and those related interests that would suddenly be thrust into their
Congressional district.

I would like to personally submit what I think would be fair maps, but can not yet without detailed
census data. I would urge the committee to reopen this process after the census data is
released and to allocate an appropriate amount of time to study data and collect the input from
all Kansans. However, I would also like to stress that since there is no change in the number of
congressional members, the 4 current districts should remain as unchanged as possible for
continuity and allow current interests and constituents to remain together.

Respectfully,

Patrick Gouger
Overland Park, KS
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